Textile Museum of Canada
Featured Publications

Diligence & Elegance:
The Nature of Japanese
Textiles
Natalia Nekrassova and
Susan Warner Keene
A presentation of over 50
textiles and garments from
the Museum’s collection of
19th and 20th century
artifacts made in Japan for
both everyday and
occasional use. The
publication also features
the contemporary work of
two Japanese-Canadians
Hiroko Karuno and Keiko
Shintani.
148 pp col. ill. 8.5 x 8.5 in
softcover
9780980908862
$29.95 Can. $34.95 U.S.
07/2017

From Ashgabat to
Istanbul: Oriental Rugs
from Canadian
Collections

Ancestry and Artistry:
Maya Textiles from
Guatemala
Roxane Shaughnessy

Natalia Nekrassova, Neil
Brochu, Sarah Fee,
Michael Gervers, Max Allen
and Michele Hardy
The history of Canadian
collecting practices and
cultural context of the
Oriental rug production is
highlighted with a
beautifully illustrated
display of over 70
distinctive rugs, horse and
camel decorations, and
tent bands and bags from
Central and West Asia –
regions well known for the
richness of their rug
weaving traditions
developed by diverse
cultures and peoples. In
English and French.

Through a range of
perspectives reflecting on
Maya identity and the
effects of global influences
on culture and community
life in Guatemala, Ancestry
and Artistry traces a
century of dynamic change
as well as the remarkable
continuity of ancient Maya
traditions in the face of
significant modernization,
political upheaval, and
religious transformation.
120 pp, 80 ill. 8.6 x 8.6 in
softcover
978-0-9809088-2-4
$29.95 Can. $34.95 U.S.
06/2013

168 pp 88 col. ill. 8.5 x 8.5
in softcover
9780980908831
$29.95 Can. $36.95 U.S.
10/2014

ABC Art Books Canada Distribution
www.abcartbookscanada.com - info@abcartbookscanada.com
Also available at Amazon.ca and Amazon.com

Marimekko, With Love
Shauna McCabe.
Janis Kravis and Armi Ratia
Marimekko, With Love
highlights the Finnish
company’s early
international growth under
the leadership of Armi
Ratia and the personal
relationships that shaped
its impact in North America.
Featuring classic patterns
from Marimekko’s dynamic
design history, the
publication also includes a
rich array of documentary
materials that provide
insight into the company’s
introduction to audiences in
Canada and the United
States through the
dialogues between Ratia
and the founders of design
studios such as Karelia in
Toronto, Ontario and
Design Research in
Cambridge, MA.
95 pp 54 col. ill. 8 x 6.5 in
softcover
978-0-9809088-1-7
$24.95 Can. $27.95 U.S.
05/2013

